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MARCIALONGA RUNNING COOP
A FEW DAYS LEFT FOR DISCOUNTED FEES

Italy's notorious running event scheduled next 4 September
Super discounted fee (Euro 25 only!) until Thursday 28 July
Race pack announced
An exclusive Run Belt for any participant 


Italy's Val di Fassa and Val di Fiemme, surrounded by stunning Dolomites in Trentino region, keep counting it down: less than 40 days to the Marcialonga Running Coop event scheduled next 4 September. 
After the great success of both the winter ski marathon and the last month's road Cycling Craft event, now it is time for all sport lovers to seriously think about the 26k-long running event that – for still a few hours – offers super discounted fee of 25 Euro. The registration fee does include all services, refreshments stations, transports back to the start, bib number and finisher's medal, medical assistance, and the pasta party and massages at the end of the race.
Furthermore, all participants will receive a race entry pack that contains a Mizuno bag, a pair of exclusive Oxyburn socks, a pack of Italian Pasta Felicetti plus several items offered by Enervit, Sportler, Nuncas, WD-40 and Bilstex. In addition, a unique, fancy and super Run Belt will make every runner happy, a must-have item that allows carrying all your personal items with you (water, an energy bar, gel items, a GPS unit and your car keys if you need!) and remains tight without bouncing while you run. It also has adjustable belt with slim lock, an air-mesh transpirant back side, a handy front pocket plus some important reflective elements for a safe run anywhere.
What else to say, do check the official Marcialonga web-page and social pages, and register to the 14th Marcialonga Running Coop, next 4 September in Italy's Val di Fiemme and Val di Fassa.
Info: www.marcialonga.it


